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Portley Ward
1. Origins
1.1 Topography and Geology
The patterns of flora, fauna, past settlement and land land use that characterise the natural and historic environment of Caterham, Chaldon and
Whyteleafe derive principally from the visible topography and underlying geology. These factors determined the extent to which the land was
habitable and fertile and what it might be used for. It was not until the 20 th century that these influences lessened in favour of more general suburban
development.
The CR3 Area is part of a well-defined land form, consisting of an elevated unit of the North Downs separated from other such units by steep river
valleys that make strong physical boundaries. To the east CR3 is separated from the high ground of Warlingham and Woldingham by the former
course of the Caterham Bourne, originating in the Harestone and Halliloo valleys and heading north-west along the line of the Croydon and
Godstone Roads. To the west the topographic boundary of this block of land is formed by the steep valley of the Merstham and Coulsdon Bourne,
marked by the Brighton Road heading north-east. Although no longer extant, the rivers that once carved these valleys formed the headwaters of the
Wandle, joining at Purley and flowing north to Croydon and eventually to the confluence with the Thames at Wandsworth.
Along the southern side of the CR3 Area the steep scarp edge of the North Downs from Caterham to Chaldon forms another prominent physical
boundary. It has a distinctive topography and geology characterised by exposures of chalk, gravel (Bagshot Beds) and, towards the base of the
slope, sandstone and spring lines (eg Spring Bottom Lane).
The south scarp and the two main dry valleys (heading NW and NE respectively) give a broadly triangular shape to the land form on which the CR3
Area is located. It consists of an elevated plateau of heavy clay-with-flints at about 200m above sea level, over the chalk bedrock of the North Downs
which is exposed in the steeper scarps. There are further subsidiary valleys (principally between Kenley Aerodrome and Coulsdon Common; and
between Caterham and Chaldon). They head north-west to join the main valley along the Brighton Road. Although now dry, these secondary valleys
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probably also once contained intermittent seasonal water courses feeding the Wandle system. They have left the Caterham and Chaldon area with a
SE-NW aligned topography of flat-topped ridges with valleys between, providing its characteristic undulating hilly terrain.

1.2 Flora and Fauna
The product of at least 2000 years of human activity, the features of a landscape managed for pasture, arable farming and woodland have allowed
corresponding patterns of flora and fauna to develop over that long timescale. Although now much intruded upon by building development, these
land uses have resulted in characteristic habitats and species that still survive. The basic landscape distinction in CR3 is between the farmland and
open spaces of the slightly acidic clay uplands and the more shaded and wooded valley sides, where soils developed from the underlying chalk have
alkaline characteristics. The true chalk downland habitat is mostly outside the CR3 Area (eg at Riddlesdown to the east and Farthing Down to the
west). However its characteristics are present on the periphery along the southern chalk and gravel scarp and at the extreme northern tip of the CR3
Area, either side of the Croydon Road at Whyteleafe.

.
1.3 Historical development and land use
The heavy, poorly-drained clay upland that characterises most of the CR3 Area is likely to have been unattractive for permanent settlement by the
first Neolithic farmers, being wooded and difficult to clear and cultivate with flint tools and light ploughs. Use of the woodland and open scrub for
timber, fuel, grazing, foraging and hunting leaves few physical remains.
By the Iron Age tribalism and territories were important. The prominent south scarp of the Downs formed one such territorial boundary, as evidenced
by the hill fort at War Coppice, commanding these heights in the south of the CR3 Area. This suggests defence of a settled landscape and here the
lighter, better quality chalk and gravel soils extend along the scarp from Gravelly Hill Caterham to Chaldon. A prehistoric field system has been
identified from aerial photographs, west of War Coppice on the south-facing slopes between Pilgrims Lane and Spring Bottom Lane, extending
beyond Hilltop Lane. There is also consistent archaeological evidence from the Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age from this area.
During the Roman period a road ran through the natural eastern gap in the scarp, now followed by the A22, heading north on the east side of
Caterham Valley. Similarly, the principal valley to the west also made a convenient Roman route (the Brighton Road). However, there is no clear
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evidence of settlement on the hills overlooking the two roads. Roman finds are confined to the main valley at the northern tip of the CR3 area in
Whyteleafe, on the eastern chalk downland slope and beside the Roman road.
Historical development of the CR3 area is recorded from the medieval period. At both Caterham and Chaldon, the nucleus of adjoining church and
manor house were the focus of small farming communities and eventually villages. Chaldon in particular is a Saxon settlement, being recorded in a
charter of 727 AD, and the present church probably originates from about 1000 AD. Similarly the ‘ham’ place name and apsidal end to the Norman
church at Caterham may hint at pre-Conquest origins, although the hamlet is not mentioned in Domesday. There may well have been a managed
medieval hunting estate and deer park at Old Park, Gravelly Hill Caterham. Quarries for mining the seam of stone at the base of the southern scarp
also originate in this period. The population is likely to have been small, and much of the land remained difficult to farm with steep wooded valleys
and clay uplands where the only water supply was via artificial ponds. The historic road pattern is determined by the natural topography, mainly
following the ridges NW towards the Brighton Road, for example: Whyteleafe Road and Whyteleafe Hill; Caterham High Street and Buxton Lane;
Green Lane and Coulsdon Road; and in Chaldon, Church Lane and Ditches Lane. All follow this characteristic alignment.
In broad terms, until the 19th century the hard-won cultivatable land forming the manorial estates of Caterham and Chaldon was separated by valleys
and the unenclosed waste and grazing of Stanstead Heath and the commons of Chaldon, Caterham and Kenley. The coming of the railway to
Caterham in 1856 opened the villages and farm land to development and the manorial estates were gradually sold off. These ancient settlement and
land use patterns are therefore still reflected in the layout of 19 th and 20th century development, particularly in Caterham.
During the initial phase (c 1860-1900) the clean air and water of this quiet rural backwater attracted well-to-do lawyers and merchants who could
now commute to London, and who built about 140 large villas on generous plots. The principal area was south of Caterham station in the Harestone
valley and Church Hill regions, including the rims of the valley along Stanstead Road to the west; and the ridge formed by Ha restone Hill and
Tupwood Lane to the east. On Caterham Hill the main zone was the former manorial estates to the north along the historic routes of Whyteleafe
Road and Buxton Lane, from Burntwood Lane in the east to Foxon Lane in the west.
Many of these substantial Victorian houses were scaled-up grander versions of the local vernacular tradition and materials, using flint, red brick and
tile-hanging, with steep pointed gables and decorative barge boards. Others were in the Italianate or Gothic styles with towers and battlements,
together forming an assemblage of Victorian architecture. They are still a prominent historic feature that characterises these parts of Caterham Hill
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and Valley. Some have found viable and sympathetic re-use as flats or nursing homes set in communal grounds, but many grand houses and
estates have been cleared for infill development. Unless Conservation Areas are formed there is no real protection for the remaining local heritage
landmarks, as has been recently demonstrated by the demolition of ‘Harestone’, William Garland Soper’s grand mansion of 1879 and one of the
most prominent Victorian features of Caterham Valley, despite it being designated as of local heritage significance.
The population of Caterham grew tenfold from about 450 in 1841 to 4500 in 1891, but change was gradual and the 1896 OS map shows a still
largely rural area. The low density development of large houses and plots is set within open farm and common land that extends west of the High
Street and south of Chaldon Road as far as Chaldon. Commercial premises, churches, inns and schools are focused mainly around the station, the
Square and along Croydon Road in the Valley, around the historic High St and Town End on the Hill and to the west along Coulsdon Road, serving
the major Victorian institutions of the Metropolitan Asylum and Guards Barracks. Chaldon, though, remained largely unchanged: a rural hamlet set
amongst fields and woodland with an essentially medieval layout of church, manor farm and rectory around the junction of Church Lane and Doctor’s
Lane. At Whyteleafe ribbon development around the two stations was confined to the west side of Croydon Road, around the junction with
Whyteleafe Hill.
By the 1914 OS map the characteristics of modern CR3 are beginning to emerge. Building at Whyteleafe now extended between the two railway
lines and north and south along Godstone Road. However from here, as far south as the east-west line formed by Salmons Lane and Ninehams
Road on the Hill, the land remained largely open and undeveloped. South of this line again, the land use divided roughly either side of the historic
High Street/Buxton Lane route. To the east of this route the land remained largely open with low density large houses, fields and woods, including
Manor Park and the wooded sides of Caterham Valley. In contrast the eastern slope of Caterham Valley now had ribbon development from Wapses
Lodge south to the Square and beyond. Similarly on Caterham Hill the area west of Buxton lane was beginning to acquire its modern characteristics.
In the roughly rectangular area defined by Ninehams Road to the north, Buxton Lane to the east, Park Road and Chaldon Road to the south, and
Green lane to the west (including the Barracks and Asylum) many new streets had been laid out. However they were not fully developed, and
probably half of this area was open land. The area west of Caterham to Chaldon remained a largely unchanged rural landscape of fields, farms and
woodland.
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Throughout the 20th century infilling and new streets increased the overall plot density in Caterham and Whyteleafe, but the same relative differences
apparent in 1914 are evident today, for example on Caterham Hill between the larger mainly detached houses east of Buxton Lane and the denser
terraces and semis to the west.

1.4 Characteristic features
The overall picture since the arrival of the railway is one of gradually increasing development in density as the CR3 area has changed from entirely
rural to at least in part urban, suburban and commercial. However, so far this process has not obliterated the underlying landscape patterns of
topography, history and natural habitats. The following landscape and townscape features contribute positively to the distinctive character of CR3:
hills, valleys and scarps originally characterised by farms and arable upland, with the downs and commons used for grazing, together with the
woodland that remains such a distinctive element of the Surrey Hills. Tree cover is a particular feature of the slopes and valley sides. Together
with the commons that are now being managed more proactively for wildlife, these areas form important nature sanctuaries, corridors and
habitats. The woodlands and open spaces woven throughout the CR3 area form one of its strongest distinguishing features.
an ancient communication network of roads and tracks following the topography, including the Roman and later arterial route through Caterham
Valley and Whyteleafe. The area has not been carved through by the unsympathetic new roads so beloved of 20 th century town planners. The
1930s Caterham bypass respects the topography, winding through the wooded valley. Reputedly haunted, it is one the earliest bypasses in the
country and, together with Wapses Lodge roundabout, is now to an extent a historic feature.
the Saxon and medieval settlements of Chaldon and Caterham, the former remaining essentially a medieval hamlet in form and the latter with its
High Street expanding into a town. The differing character of these two ancient settlements has been preserved, emphasised by the physical
separateness resulting from the topography and intervening open land.
the coming of the railway to Caterham Valley, leading to new commercial and residential centres around the stations at Whyteleafe and
Caterham and the development of Harestone Valley for the villas of well to do Victorian commuters.
the CR3 area is not a Metroland railway suburb. The gradual pace of development over 150 years has lead to a heterogeneous mix of
commercial and residential properties of many different dates, styles, plot sizes and social status. This functional and architectural variety forms
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a prominent visual component of the built heritage of the area. A monoculture of uniformly laid out development, out of keeping with the local
vernacular styles and materials, would seriously detract from the historic character of the area.
military associations: on Caterham Hill the character and form of the Guards Barracks have been preserved in new development. The barracks
is linked historically to Fosterdown Fort and the chain of Victorian defences (London Defence Positions) along the North Downs. There is a
Guardsmens’ plot in St Mary’s cemetery, and the 1975 IRA bombing of the Caterham Arms is within recent memory. For both Caterham and
Whyteleafe the role of RAF Kenley in the Battle of Britain is also prominent. There are war graves in the churchyard of St Luke’s Wyteleafe
(Airmens’ Corner). Although largely in LB Croydon, the airfield is a key historic feature. The bombing raids on it have left recognisable signs
throughout CR3 including gun positions, civil defence installations and missing buildings.
heritage assets form strong visual markers to the history and character of the area, over several thousand years. The Built Heritage Audit has
only covered the most obvious, those that are formally or informally designated and are therefore known. The real risk is to the many historic
buildings, structures, earthworks, boundaries, hedgerows, specimen trees and buried archaeological features that may be known and valued by
local people but unrecognised by officialdom. One of the social demographics of CR3 is a relatively stable, well-established population so that
visible features of (for example) World War II may well fall within living (or parent to child) memory. There is also an active interest in local
history, as evidenced by the amenity societies and museum. These factors are likely to increase the importance that heritage assets hold for
memory and community through association with past landscapes, people and events. There have been all too many instances where local
landmarks have been thoughtlessly destroyed when they could have added historic context, setting and a sense of place to new development.
The nomination of local heritage landmarks by local communities (and a formal presumption in favour of their protection and incorporation into
new development) will need to be a feature of the Neighbourhood Plan.
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2. Present character
2.1 Character Appraisal by Ward
Caterham Hill Parish - Portley Ward
Portley forms the northern part of Caterham Hill parish, an elevated area of clay-with-flints, bordered to the west by one of the secondary dry valleys.
Lands at Caterham gifted to Waltham Abbey in the 12th century included ‘Porkele’ and this was probably one of the constituent manors. The old
manor house is shown on an antiquarian view of 1821 (London Metropolitan Archive) and on an 18 th century map of Portley Manor published by the
Bourne Society. It stood at the end of Portley Lane, east of what is now Whyteleafe Road, and the latest house (1856) is now Sunnydown School.
Not far to the north, off Salmons Lane (east of Whyteleafe Road) was Salmons, another manorial farm complex, first mentioned in the 14th century.
Although Salmons has been replaced by housing, this grouping of manorial farms and what became a triangular green with (now listed) Grove
House is shown on the 1870 OS map, and it still forms a recognisable historic nucleus within Portley ward today. There is an ancient road network
consisting of Whyteleafe Hill and Whyteleafe Road, Buxton Lane, Salmons Lane, Portley Lane, Burntwood Lane and Foxon Lane.
The association with RAF Kenley is also a strong feature of the northern part of the Ward.
These topographic and historical features allow Portley to be divided into three approximate character areas:
P1: Portley East Character Area (from Salmons Lane southwards and Buxton Lane eastwards, to the Ward boundaries)
This area includes the historic nucleus of the Ward including the green at Grove House and the ancient road pattern. It has been influenced by the
layout of the former manorial estates of Salmons and Portley, when they were sold for development.
Portley manor house and its surroundings have become a community asset - an educational campus for Audley, St Francis and Sunnydown
schools, with De Stafford College and Burntwood Lane nursery to the south. There is also a Sports Centre at De Stafford. The historic form of the
Victorian house has been retained, considerably extended. The ornamental gardens and fields surrounding it have been redeveloped for a range of
post-War school buildings. The original nucleus of De Stafford is a not-unattractive 1950s brick building. The remainder are generally utilitarian,
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often with flat roofs. The buildings and hard standing occupy maybe 40% of the campus with the remainder mostly playing fields. The buildings are
well set back from the road and are largely screened by belts of trees along the Burntwood Lane and Whyteleafe Road frontages.
The 1914 OS map shows the rectangle bounded by Salmons Lane, Whyteleafe Road, Burntwood Lane and Buxton Lane as largely undeveloped,
save for about seven large houses in generous grounds. By 1935 the OS map shows these roads now lined with detached houses; M atlock Road
has been added, and to the north Anne’s Walk, off Whyteleafe Road, appears, as the only street with semi-detached houses at that time. The
Victorian and Edwardian houses had survived and, overall, buildings only occupied about 10% of the total area, due to the large gardens.
These features of a well to do neighbourhood are still recognisable in the streetscape today, although the density has increased. Possibly about 25%
of the area is now occupied by buildings and streets. One of the Edwardian Houses survives (on the corner of Burntwood Lane and Buxton Lane)
and the main street frontages still have many of the houses shown on the 1935 map. Some (such as 1920s bungalows on generous plots) have
been replaced by larger houses and others have been extended. In the post-War period several new cul-de-sacs have been constructed into the
gardens (for example Buxton Avenue, Cedar Park, the Squerryes and Strathmore Close). These tend to be more homogeneous architecturally, and
have not always reflected the variety in the surrounding streetscape. The result is an area still characterised by a relatively low density of mainly
detached houses and bungalows, of all periods and styles, set in mature gardens with established trees and hedges and off-road parking. There are
several examples of two-storey Scandinavian style houses with steeply pitched roofs. The most recent buildings are generally in keeping, although
of course at a higher modern density. For example, the Hawthorne Gardens development on Whyteleafe Road is of good quality with detailing in the
brickwork, tile hanging and windows that reflect features of other nearby buildings. A few more trees would soften its frontage onto the open green at
Salmons Lane West.

Area P1: Key Characteristics
an historic grain based on the ancient road pattern and the manors of Portley and Salmons
a self-contained educational campus of schools, sports centre and playing fields north of Burntwood Lane. There is the potential for this to
evolve further into a community hub combining educational, leisure and social facilities that bring in new users and funding, outside normal
school hours.
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elsewhere (and in common with the rest of Portley Ward) there are no other social focus points such as shops, churches or pubs within what is a
residential area without visible business or employment use.
a visual gateway to and from Caterham Hill, via the green at Salmons Lane
a linear framework of principal roads but widely-spaced, and softened by closes and cul-de-sacs between
a well to do residential area containing a variety of (mainly 20 th century) house styles and dates, adding visual amenity, although historic
interest is limited by the scarcity of surviving 19 th century and earlier buildings.
good visual appearance, with a suburban density of mostly detached houses set on relatively generous plots
mature trees, hedges and garden planting that screen existing buildings along road frontages
a gradually increasing plot density over time. Small original houses on generous plots have been replaced by larger. There has also been
ongoing backlands garden infill development that is generally of good quality, in line with the social status of the area, although house types are
more uniform and have not reflected the architectural variety of the surroundings. The higher density is altering the appearance and character of
this more spacious part of Portley Ward
although most properties have generous driveways, many are large family homes where multiple car ownership means that parking is
beginning to spill onto the streets, disrupting traffic flow .
long views confined largely to linear street corridors, due to the well-screened plateau location.
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P1. Hill Grove Open Space at Salmons Lane, looking south - Gateway view to Caterham Hill

P1. Street view, Whyteleafe Road looking east from the green at Salmons Lane
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P1. Street scene, Matlock Road
P1. Educational: de Stafford School
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P1. Educational: Sunnydown School (Portley Manor House)
P1. Educational: utilitarian 1960s school buildings
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P1. Building variety: 95 Whyteleafe Road - a large modern house on an older plot

P1. Building variety: 97 Whyteleafe Road - original plot with 1920s bungalow
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P1. Infill development of uniform type –Strathmore Close
P1. Hawthorne Gardens: new housing facing the Green at Salmons Lane
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P1. Local landmark: Victorian house, Whyteleafe Road
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P1. Local landmark: Edwardian Arts and Crafts house, Burntwood Lane

P2: Portley West Character Area (from Buxton Lane westwards and Banstead Road northwards, to the Ward boundary with Coulsdon Common)
In contrast to the manorial farmland of P1, much of this area was originally the unenclosed grazing of Caterham Common. Here the development of
streets and houses began earlier and eventually became denser than in P1.
On the 1870 OS map the area is shown as rural - largely fields with a farm, cottages and a brick works along the old route (Foxon Lane). Ninehams
Road and Banstead Road were also in place on the north and south sides respectively. However by the 1896 map the modern street pattern was
already being laid out within the interior of this roughly triangular area - to the east Macaulay Road and Elm Grove and to the west Milton, Campbell,
Eldon, Addison and Spencer Roads - with plots marked for development.
Remnants of this Victorian landscape still survive. There were some grand houses along Buxton Lane, Foxon Lane and Ninehams Road. Two can
still be seen on the west side of Buxton Lane: Greenlands (Buxton Lodge) and Longmead, both now nursing homes. There is also a pair of elegant
semi-detached villas of 1888 in Elm Grove, and two detached 1890’s cottages in Addison Road, all with name and date plaques.
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The new street layout was however slow to be filled in with development. The 1914 OS map shows just the occasional Edwardian building present
today. By the 1935 map the picture is still mixed. Streets such as Elm Grove and Foxon Lane Gardens were fully built up, but between them
Macaulay Road remained undeveloped and the Victorian mansion Ryelands and its extensive grounds were largely intact. Similarly, on the east side
of Foxon Lane and south of Ninehams Road were allotments, fields and occasional large houses, whereas further east perhaps half of Addison and
Milton Roads were developed. In 1935 the overall percentage of the area occupied by streets and buildings appears about the same as for the P1
area (c10%). The area saw most development from the late 1930s onwards and was largely in its modern urban form by the time of the 1962 OS
map.
Today the density is greater than the P1 area, possibly 35% being taken by buildings and streets, with mainly two storey semi-detached houses.
Dormers in Foxon Lane is the only modern purpose built care home in Portley Ward. Garden infill closes tend to be of one style and build (for
example the 1930s semis in Foxon Lane Gardens, and bungalows of a similar date in Ninehams Close). However, in general the gradual
development of this area over 120 years has left buildings of many architectural styles and dates in the same street. Some are of individual interest,
such as the Victorian survivors. Also, the Le Personne Trust complex of flats around open courtyards in a Wren style (from 1952 with later matching
extensions) forms an elegant group that might arguably merit listing. Its front elevation enhances the streetscape along Banstead Road and the rear
looks out over public sector semi-detached houses and maisonettes of a similar date, generously spaced and set round an open green.
Elsewhere, most buildings are ordinary domestic dwellings. They are more utilitarian than in P1 (including ex-Local Authority stock). Nevertheless,
the variety and contrast of the built environment adds character to the street scene and is one of the defining features of the area.

Area P2: Key Characteristics
a mainly linear road framework laid out for residential development on former common land in the late 19 th century
layout is denser than in P1 and the mainly terraced and semi-detached houses, on smaller plots give a more urban feel
in many roads the more urban density and multiple car ownership has led to congested on-street parking (intruding onto the pavement in the
narrower streets). This impedes traffic flow and pedestrian access, eg for disability scooters and children’s buggies. Even on principal roads,
parking is causing traffic problems eg on Banstead Road which a bus route. In common with much of CR3 there has been a marked
deterioration in the state of the roads in recent years, due to lack of maintenance by the County Council
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there are few commercial and employment premises, mainly nursing homes. However self-employment and small businesses operating from
home have probably increased. Although this strengthens the local economy it does mean that trade vans exacerbate the street parking
problems
public transport is better than in P1. The 409 bus route along Banstead Road and Buxton Lane connects to rail links at Caterham, Whyteleafe,
Warlingham and East Croydon. The main bus routes along Coulsdon Road are also within walking distance.
Portley has only one public footpath, a remnant of an ancient west-east route from Coulsdon to Woldingham. It passes along the backs of
gardens from Stites Hill Road Coulsdon Common to Portley Lane, Buxton Lane and the old Portley manor house. It is shown on the 1912 OS
map.
a largely level built up area, without sweeping views to or from, apart from westwards overlooking a dry valley now obscured by housing. Views
along streets are constrained by linearity and parking. The smaller plot sizes mean that street parking and the paving over of front gardens
detracts from visual amenity
there is hard landscaping and the few pockets of open space are not made much of
each of the garden infill developments of closes and cul-de-sacs has been mostly of a one-period uniform build
the original streets have been much more gradually developed (over 120 years) and occasional new houses are still being added. Here the
resulting variety and contrast in the built environment improves an otherwise utilitarian street scene. There are a surprising number of individual
houses that add historic character and visual interest, forming distinctive local landmarks
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P2. View west across the dry valley to Caterham Guards’ Chapel, from Eldon Road
P2. Street scene, looking north on Buxton Lane
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P2. Street scene, looking south on Eldon Road

P2. Varied streetscape with new house added –Addison Road
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P2. Uniform 1970s infill, softened with green space, mature trees and hedges, Foxon Close
P2. Uniform infill, 1920s bungalows, Ninehams Close
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P2. Local landmark: early19 century farmhouse, Le Personne Road
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P2. Local landmark: Victorian Buxton Lodge, Buxton Lane
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P2. Local landmark: Victorian cottage, Addison Road
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P2. Local landmark: Victorian villas, Elm Grove
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P2. Local landmark: Edwardian Arts and Crafts villa, Eldon Road
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P2. Local landmark: Le Personne Homes, Banstead Road
P2. Local landmark: Le Personne Homes, open space at rear
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P2. Local landmark: 1950s former officers’ housing for Caterham Barracks, Reid Avenue

P3: Portley North Character Area (from Whyteleafe Hill westwards, Buxton Lane eastwards and Salmons Lane northwards, to the Ward boundary):
Topographically this area is a clay plateau bounded on the east side by semi-ancient woodland (Coxes Wood) along the scarp of a valley sloping
down towards Whyteleafe. Historically it lies between the ancient communication routes of Whyteleafe Hill (in the valley to the east) and Buxton
Lane to the west. The land was poor quality, mostly open grazing and fields, part of Kenley Common. However by the late 19 th century much
common land was being appropriated and enclosed for development. The Corporation of London stepped in to prevent this by purchasing a
significant land holding. Some of it was then acquired by the Royal Flying Corps under emergency powers during WWI and hangars were
constructed. This land was not reinstated as Common and the Air Ministry formally acquired it as an RAF base in 1922, although the P3 area is still
shown as almost entirely open land as late as the 1935 OS map. Its defining historic characteristic is that before and during WWII Buxton
Lane/Hayes Lane was diverted into its present loop to the west and a larger area of the Common was taken over for a much enlarged airfield with
all-weather runways.
RAF Kenley played a key role in the Battle of Britain as one of the three main fighter stations defending London. English Heritage has described it as
the most complete airfield of this period to have survived. The majority of it is within LB Croydon, where ten of the fighter pens are protected as a
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Scheduled Ancient Monument. An important part to the south, containing the historic buildings (the well preserved 1930s Officers’ Mess and
Institute/NAAFI - both listed) falls within the CR3 Plan Area.
The airfield is decommissioned for powered flight, although still used by gliders. As a result the perimeter has been returned to the Corporation of
London as public open space. LB Croydon and Tandridge DC recognise the need to conserve and enhance the historic airfield and the biodiversity
and ecology value of the Common. The need for an integrated approach to future management of this resource resulted in the creation of the
Conservation Area and the joint issue of Supplementary Planning Guidance in 2012.
Tandridge DC excluded the former RAF married quarters from the Metropolitan Green Belt and Conservation Area in favour of new residential
development. This forms a series of closes and cul-de-sacs off Hayes Lane (which originally continued north, until diverted to allow expansion of the
wartime airfield). The scheme is of an urban density, height and mass and where households have several cars there is the inevitable parking
congestion. In general the development of two and three storey town houses, flats and terraces works well. They are well designed in a variety of
styles. A mix of brick and rendered facades, gables and pitched roof angles adds visual interest. Some architectural details such as brick colour,
window quoins and flat -topped rendered porches reflect the former forces houses, some of which still survive (eg in Hillhurst Gardens) retaining
historic character around the airfield. Small interspersed areas of open spaces, ornamental trees, soft landscaping and a play area add character
and amenity to the new street scene. The new streets are named after RAF Kenley pilots killed in the Battle of Britain. The original route of Hayes
Lane has been preserved, giving a broad vista to and from the airfield. However, elsewhere the scheme is more inward looking with little concession
to the setting of the Conservation Area and listed buildings, towards which it presents a hard linear boundary of roof lines and massing, along the
rear of properties, with no open views.
The Conservation Area
The majority of the P3 character area falls within the Conservation Area, consisting of the vacant, largely cleared, former MOD land around Victor
Beamish Avenue and the large RAF buildings that are a prominent visual landmarks within the airfield. Together with an adjoining LB Croydon
Conservation Area, the key characteristics are the group value and setting of all the various features that together make up the military landscape of
the Battle of Britain airfield. These include the flat topography, open vistas, Common land, biodiversity, mature trees, Scheduled Monuments, Listed
buildings, and the various undesignated military installations above and below ground.
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The Conservation Area currently faces an uncertain future. The listed buildings are empty and boarded up. The MOD originally attempted to renew
permission for housing here and Tandridge DC sought to take the land out of the Green Belt, in order to facilitate development. Campaigns by local
people helped to prevent that and to safeguard the airfield buildings.
The Supplementary Planning Guidance makes clear that the reason for designating the Conservation Area is the completeness of the Battle of
Britain airfield and that any new development should protect and enhance its character and the settings of the listed buildings and scheduled
monuments. Any new buildings should be of an appropriate scale, massing, height and design. However more specific guidance on the preferred
uses and types of development that might achieve these objectives within the Green Belt is lacking.
As a result planning has been rather reactive and piecemeal. A planning application to convert the Officer’s Mess to residential was refused on
Appeal due to the extent of proposed alterations. The listed Institute has consent for educational use. Conversion had begun but the workshop
building to the rear partially collapsed during the works and has not been reinstated. Use of adjacent land as a burial ground has also been
suggested.

Area P3: Key Characteristics
a landscape setting of public open space, commons and semi-ancient woodland, an important amenity and ecological resource
wide views across the airfield but not so far into or out of the CR3 Area
a coherent historic setting, the former RAF Kenley one of the best-preserved Battle of Britain sites. Although the airfield is in LB Croydon some
of the most prominent landmarks, the historic buildings, fall within the CR3 Neighbourhood Area
although excluded from Conservation Area controls, the new development off Hayes Lane has worked well with good design, layout and
landscaping. However it is self-contained and inward looking, largely turning its back on the airfield and listed buildings in terms of connectivity,
openness and views. The more urban density has resulted in parking congestion detracting from visual amenity, particularly in the evenings and
at weekends
despite the designation of a Conservation Area there are major challenges
the listed buildings are disused and face an uncertain future. The aim should be sensitive restoration and viable re-use without unsympathetic
demolition or extension that would prevent appreciation of their overall form, historic significance and open parade ground setting
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there is no aspirational plan for appropriate re-use of the large area of surrounding former MOD land. Development should reflect and connect to
the open spaces and historic features that define RAF Kenley as a Battle of Britain monument. More specific design, conservation and planning

guidance that addresses RAF Kenley as a whole would be an improvement on the present ad hoc approach.
P3. Buxton Lane: successful integration of modern town houses and Victorian cottages
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P3. New development –open view along original Hayes Lane, north towards airfield

P3. New development –open view south from airfield down former Hayes Lane
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P3. New development, Trueman Road –less successful hard linear boundary of height and mass, facing north onto airfield

P3. New development, Collard Close (front) –limited view north towards airfield
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P3. New development, Collard Close (rear) –hard linear boundary facing listed buildings
P3. Tree-lined approach to the airfield (Victor Beamish Avenue) with open view towards listed former RAF Institute
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